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We employ fundamental concept 
development and design principles to 
engage and inform. 

The scientific nature of research and 
evaluation requires the application of 
rigorous, standards-based methods to 
display qualitative and quantitative data 
effectively and accurately.

The objective is to present data in a way that 
stakeholders can understand and act on 
regardless of their grasp of the science 
behind the research.
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Reports & Briefs
The data have been collected and analyzed and it’s 
time to present the findings in a report people actually 
want to read. Your audience might include your client, 
private or government organizations, or the public. You 
need an accessible report that credibly delivers 
complex information and inspires action.



Investigation Brief (excerpt)Por t land
A brief richly illustrates both the needs of the community and the passion of the 
service providers interviewed for an evaluation of an opioid response program.



Report Summary (excerpt)Por t land
An evaluation report summary captures the client’s distinct vibe and serves as an 
instrument for garnering community support for an innovative recovery program.



Research Report (excerpt)Por t smou th
A visually engaging technical report describes the promising strategies identified to inform 
the client’s efforts to improve access to its career and technical education programs.



Data Visualizations & Infographics
Research shows that visual representations of data 
help people understand and relate to the story in 
the numbers. Whether your audience is data-savvy 
researchers or hurried policymakers, you need 
persuasive graphics that convey quantitative and 
qualitative information quickly and  clearly.



Graphic Report (excerpt)Tampa
Fundamental design principles are key to developing high-impact visualizations that 
communicate qualitative and quantitative data effectively and accurately.
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Infographic BriefPor t land
An infographic brief helps stakeholders understand the key findings 
of an evaluation of a public health awareness campaign.



Data Report (excerpt)Por t land
A data report uses visualizations to break down complex numeric indicators, 
focusing on the information the audience needs to know to make decisions.



Presentations & Conference Posters
When it’s time to stand and deliver the last thing you 
want is to put stakeholders to sleep. Your audience 
deserves an informative and enjoyable experience. 
You need an eye-catching showcase of your work 
expertly crafted to impress your audience and 
summary handouts to send the message home.



Slide Deck (excerpt)Denve r/Por t land
A dynamic slide deck engages the webinar audience with a discussion of 
the results of a multiyear longitudinal study of school safety data trends.



Poster (printed 4’ x 3’)Por t land
An eye-catching poster presents the findings of an analysis of research datasets 
at a conference attended by policymakers, researchers, and practitioners. 



Even when you’re not selling something, managing how 
the world sees your organization or project is critical. 
Effective branding reflects your character and objectives. 
You need an distinct visual identity that resonates with your 
target audience and inspires confidence. 

Branding & Custom Products



Website + Logo UpdateWhole  Company
RMC Research’s website was redesigned to tell our story with a fresh palette and design and 
examples of our most enduring work. Our logo also underwent a complementary makeover.



Instruction Toolkit (excerpt)Ar l i ng ton
A meticulously designed toolkit for educators promotes the use of effective 
instructional strategies for preschool through Grade 3 students.



Social Media & Internet Content
The internet has indelibly changed how we work and 
live, and using digital platforms to connect, collect 
data, and share information is the norm now. You need 
messaging crafted for the technical specifications and 
culture of today’s communication channels.



Attendees describe what they found most 
valuable about the awards ceremony

Social Media & Website ContentPor t smou th
An infographic and social media content celebrate a national education 
program’s award winners, school administrators, teachers, and students. 



Interactive InfographicPor t smou th
An interactive, printable infographic developed after the COVID-19 pandemic 
suspended in-person learning highlights effective distance learning strategies.



Our Approach
RMC Research has a reputation for design that 
bridges the gap between between research
and action. The secret to our success is our 
client-centered approach (plus mad skills and 
hard work).  

Clients expect appealing products that tell the 
story in the data with simple language and 
effective illustration. We rely on collaboration, 
innovative thinking, practical planning, and 
hustle to design solutions that support each 
client’s objectives.

Research making change

Koko Wadeson
designs products that convey 
the notable, illustrate the cryptic, 
guide the lost, and foment 
positive change. 

Yes is the answer (probably).

kwadeson@rmcres.com 

Portsmouth, New Hampshire (HQ)
Arlington, Virginia
Denver, Colorado
Portland, Oregon
Tampa, Florida
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